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see the Hot section right now. We'll show you a list of the hottest topics right now. Top 100 100 results The list of demons changes over time? Of course! We always monitor the real customer feedback of the product to filter out the best response for the Top 100 Extreme Demons List Gd. Customer needs's day change
so that all the suggestions we make are the latest and most selective. Click on the player's name on the left to get started! Demons list completed:Legacy Demons completed:Demonlist score:Demonlist rank:Toughest Demon: List demons created: List of demons published: List of demons checked: Contact any of these
people if you have problems with the list or want to see a specific thing change. Contact these people if you have questions about the reason for rejecting a particular record. Do not unnecessarily bug them to check the submitted documents though! EnsanitygarbadoXaniiGoldenBigthunder556HarriSdelski must be
evaluated to be included in this listList demons who receive a hacked change difficulty update will be moved to the inherited part of the list. Alternatively, if a demon receives a hacked update before it is worthy of a list, it will not be added. However, a demon whose initial check was hacked will be on the list. Recordings
must be legal and either uploaded to YouTube, Vimeo, Bilibili or added streamed to the list. Anyone who publishes illegitimate records and transmits them as legitimate will have their records removed from the list. Illegitimate records include, but are not limited to, speedhacks, Noclip, auto, nerfs, macros, etc. Level
entries must be in normal mode and live version of the level or an appropriate bug fixed/small detailed copy at this level. Please refer to the bugfix and LDM instructions. The holder of the record must meet the percentage level requirement in order to be added to the list for that level. Checks are not counted as list entries,
but still award points. If you're in a group where people beat levels for the same channel, your records will be temporarily removed from the list. Records using the built-in LDM level are always eligible. Records of the corresponding copies of LDM are allowed. Please note the list moderator if you are not sure which
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use it. Records of relevant bug copies with levels for different refresh rates are eligible. Please contact a list moderator if you are not sure what is or is not a bug. Note: Please do not send nonsense, it only makes it harder for all of us and will ban you. Also note that the form rejects duplicate submissions. Set a record! Get
a detailed overview Who finished the most, created the most demons or beat the hardest demons! There is even a ranking to compare with viewers with the statistics! Join the official Demonlist discussed server where you can contact the demonlist team!© Copyright 2017-2020 pointercrate.comAll rights
reservedpointercrate.com and demonlist are in no way associated with RobTopGamesAB ® Tweet Us: Developerlist Team Comments Share Demons Image List Looking into a detailed and comprehensive article. Do not edit this article unless strictly necessary. The official list of demons (or Official Demons List) is the
creation of a community that classifies different levels of demons in Geometry Dash in order of difficulty. The official list was originally a topic on the game's forums, but was eventually moved to an independent site and received updates from April 2015. Currently, the list classifies Tartarus as the most difficult demon level
in the game. Review The official demon list previously sorted a total of 50 demonic levels and was extended in October 2017 to 100 and in June 2019 to 150, dividing the list into a basic and expanded list with 75 levels each. The community's eventual shift to higher refresh rate monitors allowed people to complete levels
that had not been completed before due to lower refresh rate limits. List The main list and extended list include subjectively ranked demon levels that are added as a result of the average player mindset, given the time you need to put the levels and skills needed to complete them in normal mode. As a management
method, the lists are divided into two to divide the most difficult levels in the game, which require a higher skill to complete and the average solid demo level. The welded list contains demons that are occupied on the list but have been repelled as new levels are applied. The legacy list does not follow each order and
receives updates when new demons are moved down. When a player beats a level that is many places on the list from his previous toughest, he is known in the community as a leap. One of the biggest jumps belonged to the nCaT when he beat Thinking Space (#8), with his previous hardest being Bilbat (#132), jumping
124 places on the list. he beat Heavenly Forces (his previous hardest was Cataclysm (#222)), meaning he jumped about 180 places on the list. Staff The official list of demons is led by a handful of people known as list editors and assistants. They have a public Discord server where people can get involved in list ratings
through surveys they sometimes post as messages. Name Position Nymbus Leader Mish Leader Vinnie Leader BlazeD77 Leader Moderator Stylist Moderator Stiletto Moderator RG123456789 Chief Moderator Led Moderator for Head Moderator with Zero Head Management Heads zMarc Chief Moderator T thatTo
Moderator 3 Zink Moderator Blitzer Moderator Paqoe Moderator Ensanity Assistant For Small Assistant Xanius Assistant Golden Zink Assistant Bigthunder556 Assistant Harris Assistant Seadawg Assistant Demented Helper Submissions Each level of the demon attached to the list has one assistant Harris Assistant
Seadawg Helpers Demented Helper Submissions Each level of the demon attached to the list has one helper Harry With Seadawg Assistants Demented Helper Submissions Each demon level annexed to the list has one assistant Haris Assistant Seadawg Helper Demented Helper Submissions Each demon annexed on
the list has one assistant Haris Assistant Solder Demented Helper Helper including a link to the achievement video. To submit a record, it must meet the following criteria: Demons rules must be evaluated in this list. Levels that receive a hacked update changing their difficulty will be moved to the legacy part of the list. If
the demon receives a hacked update before it is worthy of a list, it will not be added. A demon whose initial check was hacked will be on the list. Submission policy entries must be legal and uploaded to a streaming platform. The publication of illegal records and their transmission as legitimate will be removed from the list.
Illegitimate records include, but are not limited to, speed hacks, noclip, auto, nerfs, macros, bypasses, etc. Level entries must be in normal mode and live version of the level or an appropriate bug fixed/small detailed copy at this level. Please refer to the bugfix and LDM instructions. The holder of the record must meet the
percentage requirement for a level to be added to the list for that level. Videos that are sent must be added with clicks. General guidelines Checks are not counted as list entries, but still award points. If you're in a group where people beat levels for the same channel, your records will be temporarily removed from the list.
Bugfix and LDM guidance Records using built-in LDM level are always eligible. Records of the corresponding copies of LDM are allowed. Please contact a list moderator if you are not sure which decorations can or cannot be removed. Generally speaking, a copy of LDM should not remove decorations that hinder the
player's vision, blindness, blinking or fighting bosses, for example. Referring to the first guide, if the previously announced decorations are removed in the built-in LDM level, but it is perfectly good to use it. Records of relevant bug copies with levels for different refresh rates are eligible. Please contact a list moderator if
you are not sure what is or is not a bug. Source: |} Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise specified. Noted.
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